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Abstract The development of the user interface concerns all aspects of a software system

that are targeted to the interactive delivery of its functionality and data. Today, user inter-

face development accounts for a large proportion of the overall software implementation,

while the programming process involves various recurring software patterns. Based on the

identification of key commonly occurring user interface programming patterns, we have de-

signed and implemented a user interface programming language with built-in constructs to

directly support those software patterns, offering declarative programming features such as:

precondition-based actions, unidirectional constraints and data-content monitors. Initially,

we introduce the deployment syntax and semantics of the novel programming elements, re-

lying upon subject interaction scenarios. Then we reveal the most demanding implementation

aspects of the code generator and the respective run-time library.

Keywords User interface programming languages . User interface programming patterns .

User interface management systems . User interface code generation

1. Introduction

Currently, the development of user interfaces for interaction-intensive software applications

accounts to a large share of the overall source code base. In this context, the development

process is fundamentally iterative, going through multiple usability evaluation and user in-

terface refinement cycles, so as to ensure that the eventual interactive artifacts are of the

appropriate quality for end users. In such a process, user interface developers are usually
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offered a plethora of prototyping instruments, mostly emphasizing interactive construction

rather than lower-level programming. The software implementation to the particular target

programming language takes place only when the user interface features cannot be further

tested through prototypical implementations or mock-ups, practically leading to the initiation

of the real software implementation efforts.

The choice made by software developers regarding the specific tools to be employed

in the interaction-programming phase is largely dependent on the characteristics and de-

mands of the target user interface. For instance, for scientific visualizations, developers

are likely to employ sophisticated graphics packages, for video games the utilization or

the construction of a game engine is required, while for multi-platform applications the

adoption of a multi-platform library of interaction elements is necessary. Moreover, due to

the demanding implementation nature of different applications, special-purpose program-

ming and specification languages are introduced. For example, UnrealScriptTM (Sweeny,

1998) is an object-oriented scripting language developed by Epic MegaGames Inc., to as-

sist in the development of interactive scenes for the UnrealTM game franchise. Similarly,

CgTM, standing for “C for graphics”, developed by NVIDIA (nvidia, 2004), supports easier

multi-platform programming of graphics processors (GPUs) for graphics intensive interac-

tive applications. Hence, while a user interface programming language is a domain specific

language, in the sense that it is not targeted to general-purpose system development, there

are in addition numerous special-purpose languages optimized for particular user interface

sub-domains.

We continue by introducing the notion of pattern-reflecting programming elements, fol-

lowed by a discussion on the way pattern-reflection is an instrument for programming lan-

guage evolution. Then, a brief introduction to the I-GET tool is made, together with the road

map regarding the overall technical discussion throughout the paper.

1.1. Emphasis on pattern reflecting programming elements

The work presented in this paper is targeted to providing advanced programming support for

user interface software engineering, by offering specific programming features that would

require demanding and complicated programming patterns to be implemented through typi-

cal general-purpose languages. Most of those features reflect commonly appearing patterns

in the development of large-scale interaction-intensive applications, and additionally meet

specific user interface engineering requirements, such as reusability, ease of deployment,

self documentation, and type safety. In this context, the notion of interaction programming

patterns is relative to traditional software design patterns (Gamma et al., 1995) that reflect

recurring solutions to common software design problems. In the domain of interactive soft-

ware, such design patterns are largely employed, being directly identifiable within the source

code as frequently reappearing programming patterns, while addressing mainly user interface

construction, control and coordination needs. In contrast, work related to user interface pat-

terns (Borchers, 2001) is primarily focused on the interaction design domain, as opposed to

the implementation domain, negotiating the identification and classification of tested design

artifacts that match specific categories of user activities and tasks that are supported by the

designed user interface.

The reported user interface programming language is called Interface Generation Tool

language, or I-GET language, (see Savidis, 2004a, for the complete language reference

manual). The key distinctive feature of the I-GET language is the delivery of comprehensive

support for dialogue control implementation with declarative pattern-reflecting programming
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Table 1 The list of the frequently occurring user interface programming patterns, which constituted the
design target for the I-GET language

I. Composition and control of interface components (e.g. a dialogue box, a toolbar, etc.)

• Consisting of interaction objects,

• Activated based on conditions,

• Hierarchically organized,

• Having mutual control relatioships.

II. Asynchronous event processing (e.g. “mouse move”, “key press”, “window closed”, etc.)

• Support for dynamic registration and control of event handlers (i.e. reaction logic for occuring events).

• Type safety and re-use.

III. Multiple information views (i.e. alternative views of data souces)

• Content monitoring,

• Update notifications,

• Refreshing display structures.

IV. Dependencies and constraints

• Data elements (e.g. a variable constrained by another),

• Interface components (e.g. an object geomatrically constrained from another),

• Dialogue control variables (e.g. the “save” option is disabled until a documented “is opened”

constructs, i.e. language constructs designed to automate the implementation of their corre-

sponding software patterns:� Agent classes with precondition-based instantiation and destruction;� Unidirectional constraints;� Data-content monitors;� Event handler classes, with multiple embedded event blocks supporting preconditions for

event processing.

Following, in Table 1, we briefly identify such critical frequently occurring user inter-

face programming patterns, having a particular importance in the user interface software

engineering domain. The development of interactive applications commonly involves such

development patterns, requiring explicit handcrafted solutions by user interface programmers.

In this context, it is important to note that the focus of this paper is not on the style-

related language facilities, i.e. the programming constructs to accommodate style-specific

interaction, such as the handling of collections of graphical interaction elements, auditory

objects, or Post-WIMP elements (Van Dam, 1997), as those are discussed in detail in Savidis

and Stephanidis (2001), but on the generic style-independent software patterns defined within

Table 1. Overall, the I-GET language has been targeted in primarily automating the User

Interface programming process by delivering built-in declarative programming language

constructs for frequently occurring programming patterns, which are explicitly implemented

in typical imperative general-purpose programming languages. In this context, the discussion

on the I-GET language features will be focused on the presentation of specific programming

constructs, by exposing the design rationale and the operational semantics, as well revealing

the most demanding implementation methods.

1.2. Pattern encapsulation as a tool for programming language evolution

Historically, a typical pathway towards the genesis and evolution of programming languages

is pattern reflection and encapsulation. It commonly occurs that once complex recurring
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Fig. 1 The steps engaged in the genesis of a programming language through pattern reflection, aiming to
accommodate key development requirements

software patterns appear, reflecting higher levels of maturity in the programming domain,

programming languages and libraries evolve to accommodate those patterns as built-in

constructs—see Fig. 1. As it is shown in Fig. 1, when design patterns being applicable on an

existing programming language effectively mature, they tend to be employed by programmers

as commonly reappearing coding patterns, which typically result in consolidated deployment

experience. This leads to a practical standardization of those programming patterns, consti-

tuting the starting point in the pursuit of novel language constructs to effectively automate

their programming process. Eventually, those language constructs, automating the program-

ming of the initially considered programming patterns, become the basic elements of the new

pattern-reflecting programming language. The key objectives driving the process of designing

a pattern-reflecting programming language are illustrated with arrows intersecting the overall

spiral process of Fig. 1, being: reusability, robustness, usability and productivity. For example,

object-oriented programming (OOP) languages appeared as a means to provide built-in sup-

port for effective crafting of structured, reusable, and modular software components. Effec-

tively, while OOP languages are imperative in nature, they provide explicit software organiza-

tional elements such as classes, access qualification, inheritance and polymorphism, which re-

quire complex programming patterns to be accommodated in non-OOP imperative languages.

1.3. About the I-GET tool

The I-GET tool falls in the domain of User Interface Management Systems (UIMS)—(Myers,

1995), delivering a language-based development method. Its language and accompanying

tools have been specifically designed to support the following key development features:

� Pattern-reflecting programming elements, optimized for user interface implementation;
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Autom Software Eng (2006) 13: 303–339 307� Ability to import any toolkit of interaction objects (e.g. MFC, Xt/Xaw, etc.), through a

well-defined toolkit importing and deployment process, engaging development of toolkit

servers—see (Savidis et al., 1997) and (Hatziantoniou et al., 2003), available electronically;� Ability to support abstract interaction objects (Blattner et al., 1992), with definitions of

polymorphic mapping to toolkit objects, while supporting plural instantiations (Savidis and

Stephanidis, 2001).� Ability to effectively mix with C++ source code, enabling exchange of data-content values

and cross-language function calls.

It should be noted that the last three development features do not constitute the sub-

ject of discussion in this paper, as they are already reported elsewhere in detail, while they

are also documented within the I-GET language reference manual—see (Savidis, 2004a),

Sections 7, 10 and 11—available electronically. This paper focuses on the description of

the design and implementation aspects of the pattern-reflecting programming features, es-

pecially those emphasizing a declarative programming style, as opposed to typical impera-

tive definitions. The I-GET tool has been developed, applied, tested, refined, extended and

documented in the context of the TIDE ACCESS Project, the ACTS AVANTI Project and

the IST 2WEAR Project (see acknowledgements), where it was employed for the develop-

ment of: a dual hypermedia electronic book (Petrie et al., 1996), a user-adapted AVANTI

web browser (Stephanidis et al., 2001), and a number of mobile applications on a small-

scale portable processing unit (Majoe, 2003), supporting dynamic remote input and dis-

play (see Savidis and Stephanidis, 2003, pp 32–34). Currently, the compiler and its run-

time library are ∼53 KLOCs, the toolkit server for imported toolkits are ∼36 KLOCs,

the standard library of ready-to-use code in the I-GET language is ∼13 KLOCs, while

the code base regarding the various applications developed in the I-GET language is ∼81

KLOCs (although the latter is of tiny-scale to compare with application code-bases for

general-purpose programming languages, it was adequate for the testing and refinement

process).

In the following sections, an account of related work on user interface programming lan-

guages is firstly carried out, comparing with existing work available in the commercial and

research domains, while identifying the key novel features introduced by the I-GET language

for user interface development. Then, the detailed analysis of the programming features of

the language is provided, through specifically chosen interaction scenarios, while presenting

the detailed execution semantics and runtime mechanisms. Following, the most demanding

runtime management algorithms and target-code generation patterns of the language com-

piler are briefly described, emphasizing the novel programming constructs not supplied by

existing languages, effectively offering an outline of the implementation recipe for com-

piler writers. Finally, deployment experience in the course of real development processes,

including evaluation information, is reported.

2. Related work

Existing work related to the automation of user interface development mainly falls in four

key categories: (a) software libraries offering ready-made interaction objects for user in-

terface programming; (b) tools for the interactive graphical construction of user inter-

faces; (c) programming languages particularly suited to the user interface development

domain; and (d) user interface markup languages, primarily suited to interactive web

applications.
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2.1. Interaction object toolkits

Interaction object toolkits (Myers, 1995) are software libraries of implemented re-usable in-

teractive behaviors, in the form of interaction object classes, for programming user interfaces.

Examples of such toolkits are: the Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFCTM), the Xt Athena

widget set (Xaw) from the MIT X Consortium, the GNOME GTK+ by GNOME Foun-

dation, and the Open Motif by Open Software Foundation. Today, most existing toolkits

supply graphical interaction elements such as windows, menus, push buttons, check boxes,

edit fields, scrollbars, etc. Overall, such toolkits constitute the basic ground for user interface

programming. However, since such toolkits are delivered for general-purpose programming

languages, the user interface programming process requires the explicit management of the

programming patterns listed in Table 1.

The JFC (Swing) toolkit, offered over Java, delivers a standard API with facilities for

dialogue programming such as event listeners and property listeners. However, those are still

programming instruments built on top of the Java language, while their implementation is

based on the Observer/Listener software design pattern (Gamma et al., 1995—page 293),

rather than being a genuine language construct not met in other general-purpose languages.

In this context, property listeners still engage imperative programming with explicit function

implementation and runtime registration-management. In contrast, as it will be discussed in

detail while presenting preconditions, constraints and event handlers, the I-GET language is

primarily targeted in supporting: implicit functions, automatic registration management, type

safety, automatic resolution of cyclic content dependencies and automatic invocation. Today,

event listeners/handlers are normally supported by all known interaction toolkits (like MFC,

GTK+, etc.), while features like property/attribute listeners from the Java language API are

easily implementable in languages like C++ or Action Script, by simply programming the

Observer/Listener software pattern. However, the competitive advantage of the I-GET lan-

guage approach primarily concerns better support for automated software engineering, since

programmers are relieved from the burden of: explicit function implementation and registra-

tion, type conformance checking for object instances, and iterative expression checking for

asynchronous conditional component activation.

2.2. Interface graphical editors

Tools in this category focus on the interactive construction of the user interface visual struc-

ture, while providing methods for programming the interactive behavior of constituent objects

by coding the reaction to events (e.g., pressing push buttons, selecting menus, pressing keys,

etc.). These tools automate the process of programming the visual aspects of the interface, by

mixing graphical construction techniques with behavior scripting or programming. Repre-

sentative examples of commercial tools falling in this category are: (a) Visual BasicTM, Visual

C++TM and Visual J++TM by Microsoft for graphical user interfaces; and (b) DirectorTM

from Macromedia (with the LingoTM scripting language) for multimedia applications. In

some tools, like Microsoft Visual C++, the code implementing the run-time interface con-

struction logic is automatically generated, encompassing documented hooks to be further

filled in by programmers and compiled to the executable system. Alternatively, in Microsoft

Visual Basic, the developer works on the basis of the visual interface structure mixed with Vi-

sual Basic ScriptTM code, from which the application executable is produced. Such interface

builders are appropriate for graphical user interfaces with a mostly static visual structure,

i.e., interfaces whose physical composition from interface objects does not vary at runtime.

Consequently, when using interface builders, if non-graphical interfaces need to be devel-
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oped or if dynamic structures and visualizations have to be constructed, interactive editing

methods become inadequate, so it is necessary to directly program in the target language.

Additionally, the chances for re-using interface components or dialogue control logic are

very restricted. Finally, most scripting programming languages that accompany such inter-

face editors offer typical imperative programming facilities, emphasizing mostly manifest

typing in comparison to strongly-typed general-purpose languages.

2.3. Languages for user interface development

More advanced work for supporting user interface engineering concerns the design and

implementation of special-purpose languages. Such languages usually emphasize different

aspects of the user interface, such as appearance, dialogue syntax, displayable information,

interface components, and control relationships. Depending on their particular focus, these

languages usually offer appropriate higher-level entities, while delivering pre-programmed

patterns corresponding to those entities, thus practically relieving developers from low-

level programming. This philosophy is mainly reflected in Dertouzos, (1992, pp. 23): “This
means that the programming environment of this new language should be very rich in pre-
programmed entities that can be simply selected and that can do a lot of useful things near
the I/O level of human interest.”

Most available domain-specific languages for user interface development fail to address

all the identified interface programming patterns, mainly supporting small-scale dialogue

implementation targeted in demonstrating proof of concept, rather than in providing compre-

hensive features for real-life interactive applications. Event-based languages, such as Event

Response Systems (Hill, 1986), address only the programming of event handlers. Constraint

languages have been largely employed (Borning and Duisberg, 1986) for the specification

of geometrical interface constraints. Semantic modeling languages allow the definition of

the main system functions that are to be interactively delivered to the user, resembling typ-

ical API specifications, while the generation of a user interface is automatically performed,

based on heuristic transformation rules (e.g., every function becomes a button, while every

argument, depending on its type, becomes an input field). Examples of such systems are

IDL (Foley et al., 1988), which provides also pre-conditions and post-conditions for func-

tion availability, and Mickey (Olsen, 1989), which offers a Pascal-like language for defining

application functions and engaged data types. Languages such as Slang of the Serpent UIMS

(Bass and Coutaz, 1990, pp. 204–215) provide explicit support for the programming of the

application data display logic, through the specification of View Controllers, while automat-

ically handling update propagation. The Clock (Graham, 1996) is targeted in supporting the

Model-View-Controller architecture (MVC–Krasner and Pope, 1988) model, with emphasis

on the provision of graphical elements including video and audio control, while it does not

support: implicit functions and automatic registration for event handlers and functions, data

content monitors, instantiation and destruction preconditions, type safety, explicit dialogue

control model supporting re-usability and replication, and definition of constraints without

requiring the registration of content listener functions.

2.4. User interface markup languages

Such languages are actually XML languages, all providing a textual specification style with

a heavy use of tags/markers. Although XML was originally foreseen to support document

definition languages, it depends on the semantics of tags whether an XML language is

characterized as formatting, content, configuration, interface or even programming. Usually
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XML languages are accompanied with server-side processors, i.e. servelets, which basically

produce on the fly raw HTML content. This is better than pure HTML coding, since, on the

one hand they allow for more compact specifications better matching the particular problem

domain, while on the other hand they better hide proprietary development information (i.e.,

only the raw HTML generated code is visible).

In the context of web-based interfaces, there are a few mark-up languages, which primarily

aimed at addressing two key issues: (a) diversity of platforms and browsers; and (b) to avoid

the burden of employing embedded components and comprehensive GUI APIs (like Applets,

Active X controls or Action Script interfaces compiled to Flash binary) even for relatively

simple interfaces, when those could not be appropriately accommodated through HTML

form elements. In this context, such mark-up languages do not provide typical programming

facilities (e.g. functions, iteration, conditional execution, data type definitions, variables, etc.),

and are not clearly targeted towards large-scale highly dynamic interactive applications. When

comparing to the I-GET language, although those languages are more recent, they evolved

to merely address practical development demands for web-based interfaces, not providing

constructs such as preconditions, constraints, dialogue control agents, content monitors and

dynamic management of event handlers. Examples of popular mark-up languages are:� User interface Markup language–UIML (http://www.uiml.org), putting emphasis on inter-

face portability across platforms, through metaphor independent elements. UIML supports

multiple vocabularies and toolkits; this feature is also supported in the I-GET language, en-

abling multiple imported toolkit to be concurrently available to programmers (this feature,

not discussed here, is explained in detail in Savidis (2004a)—page 94, toolkit qualification).� Abstract UIML–AUIML (http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/auiml) provides generic

graphical objects, in a way similar to multi-platform toolkits, accompanied with appropriate

server-side renderers for JFC/Swing and HTML, emphasizing common development of

desktop and web-based applications. Abstract objects are also supported in the I-GET

language with polymorphic physical bindings. This feature is not discussed here, as it

does not constitute the thematic topic of this paper, however, it has been already reported in

adequate detail: see (Savidis, 2004a)—Section 10, virtual interaction objects, pp. 123–157,

(Savidis and Stephanidis, 2001)—pp. 507–512, and (Savidis, 2004c).

3. Language constructs for the programming patterns

This section describes in detail the I-GET language constructs that address the previously

identified user interface programming patterns. The discussion is based on the implementation

of specifically chosen dialogue design scenarios, by providing firstly an overview of the

way each scenario is implemented in the I-GET language, followed by the details of the

specific deployment process. Those specifically chosen scenarios play the role of language

benchmarks, enabling the exhaustive display of various language features, while being quite

small and easy to comprehend, in comparison to monolithic application case studies. This

presentation approach is very common in presenting programming language facilities, as

opposed to driving the overall technical discussion around a full-scale application, since: (a)

it allows to craft small design scenarios, effectively covering all programming constructs:

and (b) it relieves from the presentation complexity of a large application example, which

may not always engage all the programming constructs. Finally, appropriate links to full-scale

applications already developed through the I-GET language are made, including a discussion

on deployment experience at the end, putting primary emphasis on the exploitation of key

competitive language features. In the presentation of the language features, the concrete
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runtime semantics will be presented in detail, as those are necessary in order to thoroughly

document the programming constructs, allowing programmers to unambiguously employ

them in User Interface programming. The discussion follows by a presentation of agents

and preconditions, including the basic features and the more advanced capabilities, while

explaining in detail the associated runtime semantics. Then the specification facilities for

event handlers and methods on interaction objects are discussed. Finally, the programming

constructs for declarative data content monitors and unidirectional constraints are explained.

3.1. Agents and preconditions

Agents are a built-in family of programmer-defined classes that constitute the interface-

component programming model in the I-GET language. They are instantiated during interac-

tion either with a declarative style, relying upon creation preconditions, or with an imperative

style, via explicit creation statements. They may encompass: declarations of interaction object

instances, implementation of methods/callbacks, user-defined data types, member functions,

variable declarations, definitions of embedded agent classes, etc.

3.1.1. The basics

In Fig. 2, the implementation of the “goodbye, world” program is illustrated using the MFC

collection of interaction elements for the I-GET tool. In the example of Fig. 2 we employ

a very simple form of an agent class, having a constant instantiation precondition of true
value. Such a precondition effectively causes the direct instantiation of the GoodbyeWorld
agent class upon program start-up. The result of an agent instantiation is that all elements

specified inside its body are also instantiated. Also, the execution of the terminate statement

closes down the running applications, by firstly destroying all agent instances. When an agent

instance is destroyed, it calls the code of its respective destructor block. In our example, this

// Excerpt from mfc.gdd file, the API specification for MFC. 
lexical Button(MFC) [ 

public: 
string label;
method Pressed; // Named callback list for “Pressed” notification.
... 

]

// GoodbyeWorld.gdd file. 
headers [ 
extern [“mfc.h”] 
#include "mfc.gdd" 
]

agent GoodbyeWorld create if (true) [ 

lexical(MFC) FrameWindow  win; 
lexical(MFC) Button bye: parent = {win}; 

method {bye}.Pressed [ terminate; ] 

constructor [ 
 {bye}.label ="Goodbye";

out(MFC).RealizeObject({win});
] 

destructor [ printstr(”Good bye, world!\n”); ] 
]

Fig. 2 The “goodbye, world” program source code for MFC
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results in the display of a textual message to the console terminal, via the printstr built-in

function.

The I-GET tool supports the concurrent employment of multiple toolkits, through named

toolkit APIs, like MFC or Xaw—see (Savidis, 2004a), page 94, section toolkit qualification.

Consequently, in the declaration of object instances the toolkit identifier, e.g., lexical(MFC),
should always precede the object class name, e.g., FrameWindow. Additionally, the parent-

hood relationships are part of the language semantics, and the parent instance is optionally

supplied exactly after the instance identifier. Apart from instance declarations, the implemen-

tation of callbacks is also provided. For instance, in Fig. 2 we provide an implementation of

the Pressed method for the bye instance of the Button class of the MFC toolkit API. This code

is executed at run-time if the bye button is pressed by the user. There are two key remarks

concerning callback implementation: (a) it is completely type safe, relieving the programmer

from the memorization of callback signatures, the implementation of separate callbacks, and

the explicit callback registration; and (b) it is strongly checked at compile-time for compati-

bility of the instance type and the method name, e.g., the bye instance is checked to be of a

class explicitly issuing a Pressed method in its API specification.

3.1.2. More advanced details

To illustrate in more detail the proposed agent-based interface-component model, we will fur-

ther elaborate by introducing the implementation of a common toolbar for a word-processor

application. Such a toolbar should encompass a number of checkboxes, each associated to a

particular tool, like a spell checker, a font-settings editor, and a table inserter. When a check-

box is checked (or unchecked), the interface component of its corresponding tool should be

activated (or deactivated). From a programming point of view, two main issues need to be

addressed in such a context: (a) the physical construction of user interface components; and

(b) the run-time control of those components.

In Fig. 3, the implementation of the above scenario in the I-GET language is presented.

An agent class named Tools is defined for the main toolbar interface-component. For the

distinct components that can be activated through the checkboxes, embedded agent classes

are defined, named FontSettings, SpellChecking and Tables respectively. The specification

bodies of these agent classes are omitted here for clarity. Embedded agent classes are not

syntactically visible outside the body of their containing agent class. The Tools, FontSettings,

and SpellChecking agent classes have precondition-based instantiation and destruction styles

(i.e., declarative instantiation approach), while the Tables agent has a call-based instantiation

style (i.e., imperative instantiation approach), and a precondition-based destruction style.

Next, we explain the particular run-time semantics for each different style.

3.1.3. Execution semantics for precondition-based instantiation and destruction

In order to accurately and clearly document the semantics for automatic run-time management

of preconditions, they are defined as instances of classes encompassing three basic members:

� Predicate. A Boolean expression defined inside a create if or destroy if clause. Such a

predicate is initially evaluated when the precondition is instantiated, and the run-time

system automatically re-evaluates the predicate when its variables are modified.� Owner. The agent instance that is responsible to automatically initiate the instantiation of

the precondition at run-time.
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// Excerpt from mfc.gdd file, the API specification for MFC. 
enum CheckState = [ Checked, Unchecked ];
lexical CheckBox (MFC) [

CheckState state = Unchecked; 
method StatedChanged;
...

]
// Toolbar.gdd file.
headers [

extern [ “mfc.h” ]
#include “mfc.gdd”

]
bool tools = false; // A variable engaged in a precondition.
agent Tools
create if (tools == true) destroy if (tools == false) [

lexical (MFC) FrameWindow bar;
lexical (MFC) CheckBox font: parent = {bar};
lexical (MFC) CheckBox spell : parent = {bar};
lexical (MFC) CheckBox tables: parent = {bar};
lexical (MFC) Button close : parent = {bar};

method {close}.Pressed [ tools = false; ]

agent FontSettings
create if ({font}.state == Checked)
destroy if ({font}.state == Unchecked) [ ... ]

agent SpellChecking
create if ({spell}.state == Checked)
destroy if ({spell}.state == Unchecked) [ ... ]

// Call-based instantiation style, with no arguments.
agent Tables()
destroy if ({tables}.state == Unchecked) [ ... ]
method {tables}.StateChanged [

// An agent class instantiation call.
if ({tables}.state == Checked)

create Tables();
]
constructor [...] destructor [...]

]

Fig. 3 The independent interface components activated via the document processor toolbar as distinct agent
classes; the respective runtime graphical snapshot is provided under Figure 7

� Action. The action to be automatically executed when the predicate is satisfied at run-

time. There are two types of actions: (a) instantiation, carrying type-specific information

(embodying knowledge on the agent class to be instantiated); and (b) destruction, car-

rying instance-specific information (embodying knowledge on the agent instance to be

destroyed).

Based on the above definitions, the way precondition instances are created or destroyed

during run-time is formally summarized in Fig. 4, where, apart from the semantics for auto-

matic precondition management, the hierarchical organization of run-time agent instances is
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Fig. 4 The rules for automatic run-time management of precondition instances

Fig. 5 The way parenthood associations are established following the previously defined regulations for
precondition-based instantiation (left) and call-based instantiation right

also introduced, being set-up internally and automatically during runtime, relying upon the

following simple ownership relationship created by the runtime system (see Fig. 5, left):� If an agent instance X has instantiated the precondition whose action produced the agent

instance Y, then Y is a child of X, and X is the parent of Y.

Effectively, during run-time, the destruction of an agent instance causes the automatic de-

struction of all children agent instances (i.e., the above rule applies recursively). Next, we

present the semantics regarding the call-based class instantiation and instance destruction for

agent classes.

3.1.4. Execution semantics for call-based instantiation and destruction

The instantiation of agent classes via a call-based style is allowed only for agent classes

explicitly defined to have a construction argument list, such as the Tables agent class of Fig.

3, with a single argument list (i.e. no overloading). In the instantiation statements, such as the

create Tables(), the compiler performs strong type-checking by verifying that an appropriate

call-based agent class is engaged. Every time an agent instantiation statement is executed, a

new agent instance is created. If such a statement belongs to a block of code defined within an

agent class, then the newly created agent instance has the particular caller agent instance as
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Fig. 6 The preconditions created at run-time (with P: prefix) for the example of Figure 3, showing the agent
instances produced (with A: prefix), i.e. “new” arrows, or destroyed, i.e. “delete” arrows, if the precondition is
satisfied; solid arrows indicate the agent owner instances (shown with O: prefix) for each precondition instance

parent. Otherwise, it gets a nil parent. Based on this, we complete the previously formulated

definition of ownership relationships as follows (see Fig. 5, right):� If the call-based instantiation of agent instance Y is performed inside a block of an agent

class when this block is called by an instance X of that class, then Y is a child of X, and X

is the parent of Y. Otherwise, Y class can only be global, and Y is a parentless instance.

3.1.5. Run-time snapshots and agent instance associations

Following the previously described regulations for automatic precondition management, Fig.

6 illustrates how precondition instances are automatically created at run-time for the example

of Fig. 3. As it appears in the right hand part of Fig. 6, each agent instance is always the

creator and owner of its destruction precondition (solid arrows indicate ownership of the target

precondition by the source agent instance). Also, as depicted in the left hand part of Fig. 6,

every agent instance creates and owns a set of instantiation preconditions corresponding to

the directly embedded agent classes. For example, every time an agent instance I of class

Tools is created, this agent instance will automatically instantiate two preconditions for the

embedded agent classes FontSettings and SpellChecking, as illustrated by the solid arrows

from I instance (middle) to the two respective preconditions instances (left) of Fig. 6.

Consequently, if multiple instantiations of a container agent class exist at run-time, then

multiple sets of distinctly owned instantiation preconditions co-exist for the embedded agent

classes. Through the precondition-based management of instance creation and destruction,

the declarative programming of the control logic for interface components is easily facilitated.

This is a critical issue in user interface development, since, while it is easy to program the

constructional aspects of the interface via interaction objects, the implementation of the

runtime orchestration of the necessary actions to appropriately deliver those components to

the user, i.e., the control aspects, is a more complex task. Previous work in this domain (Bass

and Coutaz, 1990) has proved that the organization of control roles as distinct components

of a hierarchical control structure is an appropriate software engineering paradigm.

The snapshot of the MFC interface prototype for our example is depicted in Fig. 7, along

with the corresponding run-time view of agent instances and their hierarchical relationships.

When the user presses the “Close” button of the “Tools” window of Fig. 7, the Pressed
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Fig. 7 The running MFC interface prototype of Fig. 3, indicating the corresponding run-time hierarchy of
created agent instances; the oval of each agent instance is drawn close to its corresponding interface component

method of the close object instance is called (see Fig. 3), causing the tools global variable

to be set to true. As a result, since the predicate of the destruction precondition of the Tools
agent instance becomes satisfied, i.e. evaluates to true, this agent instance is destroyed. This

causes the automatic destruction of the three children agent instances of Fig. 7.

3.1.6. Additional agent programming features

Programming support for agent classes in the I-GET language is accompanied with a specific

set of relative programming facilities to allow easier and more effective management of agents

instances, such as:� Support for prototypes of call-based agents. This feature is based on agent constructor

function prototypes, like the one defined in Fig. 8, at label 1, practically allowing subsequent

agent instantiation statements, as the one indicated in label 2, to be effectively defined prior

to the complete definition of the respective agent classes. Such a feature is not supported

in languages such as C++ or Java, where forward class names can be only used in the

definition of class pointers or references, but never for dynamic instantiation statements;

i.e. an instance construction statement requires that the class has been either defined earlier

in the compiled source file (C++ paradigm) or already imported/loaded (Java paradigm,

one class per file).� Support for agent references variables. This allows the easy implementation of collective

management policies for agent instances (see Fig. 8, label 3).� Syntactic access to container agent members. Within embedded agent classes, the syntactic

access to the members of container agent classes is allowed (see Fig. 8, label 4), while

automating the resolution to the corresponding members of the particular run-time ancestor

agent instance.

It should be noted that in case of precondition-based agent classes, the chances for

reuse are constrained by the particular dependencies of the precondition expression to the

agent-definition program context. More specifically, any variable x that is involved in an in-
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agent VideoPlayer (ref lexical(MFC) FrameWindow win, string filePath);

agent CourseContent create if (true) [ 
lexical(MFC) FrameWindow courseWin;
lexical(MFC) PushButton showCourse : parent = {courseWin};
string   videoFile, textFile;
ref agent VideoPlayer player = nil; // Agent-class specific reference.
daid    text = nil; // Generic agent reference.

agent Text (string filePath); 

method {showCourse}.Pressed [ 
if (player != nil) 

destroy player; // Agent destruction statement.
player = create VideoPlayer({courseWin}, videoFile);
if (text != nil) 

destroy text;  // Agent destruction statement.
create Text(textFile);

] 

agent Text (string filePath) [ 
lexical(MFC) FrameWindow {win};
lexical(MFC) Editor text: parent = {win}; 
constructor [

CourseContent::text  = {myagent};
 {text}.file = filePath; 
]

 ] 
]

1

1

2

2

3

4

Fig. 8 Example use of the additional agent-programming features; some code fragments are omitted for
clarity

stantiation or destruction precondition of an agent class introduces a dependency of this agent

class to the declaration context of the variable x. Clearly, in case of typical preconditions en-

gaging multiple program variables, the inherent declaration dependencies may largely limit

the capabilities for agent class reuse. In this context, we have designed the following de-

sign heuristic to transform any precondition-based agent class to a called-based agent class,

without affecting the program semantics:� Let A be an agent class whose instantiation precondition b is dependent on external, to class

A, program variables T1 x1,. . .,Tn Xn . Then the program is transformed is follows:

• A new call-based agent class A1 is defined with parameter list T1
∗ x1,. . .,Tn

∗ Xn , i.e. a

list of pointers each uniquely corresponding to one of the b variables;

• The A1 agent class substitutes the original agent class A, by putting in place of the

b instantiation precondition the instantiation argument list, while substituting every

syntactic reference to variable xi by ∗xi ;

• A new precondition-based class A2 is defined, playing the role of context-linkage, having

b as the instantiation precondition, an empty body and a single statement in the constructor

being: create A1(&x1,. . .,&xn), thus actually instantiating A1 through a call-based style.

3.2. Event handlers and methods

The ability to handle asynchronous notifications without polling, but through registration of

functions or functor classes (i.e., C++ classes overloading the function call operator), to

be called back when notifications occur, is a commonly appearing implementation pattern

in user interface implementation, known as the event model. In this context, a type-safe
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method should force the correct mapping between registered functions (or functors) and the

appropriate notification categories, disallowing any type of mismatches at compile-time. As

previously discussed, in the I-GET language there are two categories of notifications, which

need to be handled by the programmer:� Input events mainly concern state-change notifications for input devices, and carry state-

specific information, such as key presses, mouse moves, or joystick positioning. Pro-

grammers need to handle input events when implementing dialogues necessarily engaging

physical bindings, such as the rubber-band selection of objects, or interactive graphical

drawing.� Methods concern logical user actions performed in the context of interaction objects, not

having a direct dependency with particular input or output bindings. For instance, a menu

can be “selected”, a push button can be “pressed”, or a check box may “change state”.

Programmers do not have to handle the specific sequence of physical actions leading to

such logical notifications.

3.2.1. Event handlers

Our model for event handlers implements entirely Event Response Systems (ERS)–(Hill,

1986), and enables local and non-local event broadcasting (i.e., artificial generation of input

events to the context of any interaction object instance). For demonstrating the programming

of parallel event handlers with localized event blocks, we present an example of parallel

drawing actions, originally introduced in (Hill, 1986).

In this scenario, the user performs free line drawing with the mouse, and is able, while

drawing, to concurrently change the thickness and color of the brush through keyboard

shortcuts. In Fig. 9, the implementation in the I-GET language is provided, using the Xt/Xaw

toolkit API, while in Fig. 10 a run-time interface snapshot is shown, where the user has drawn

a continuous line with variable thickness and color.

3.2.1.1. Run-time registration and execution semantics Event handlers are unnamed classes

appearing inside agents, defined through the keyword eventhandler, that are always associated

to specific instances of interaction objects, such as {canvas}. Upon container agent class

instantiation, an attached event handler instance is automatically created. Internally, event

handlers may encapsulate: definitions of data types and functions, variable declarations, and

an arbitrary number of event blocks. An event block is always associated to a particular

event class, e.g., ButtonPress or PointerMoved, providing code to be executed upon run-time

occurrence of such an event at the physical context of the target object instance, e.g., {canvas}.

In Fig. 9, four such event blocks are defined. Within the same event handler, multiple event

blocks may be defined for the same event class.

At run-time, in case an event matches multiple event blocks of an event handler, the

corresponding event blocks are sequentially executed following their order of definition.

Similarly, multiple event handlers may be supplied for the same object instance within the

same agent class. In this case, event handling for event handlers of the same agent instance

is performed according to the order of definition in their respective agent class. However,

in case multiple event handler instances co-exist at run-time for the same object instance,

belonging to different agent instances, the following occur: (a) the event handlers of each

agent instance are executed sequentially as a group; and (b) the order of execution of those

groups is undefined. Following Fig. 9, the run-time snapshot of agent instances, event handlers

and event blocks is outlined in Fig. 11.
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agent FlexibleDrawing create if (true) [ 

lexical(Xaw) ApplicationWindow win;
lexical(Xaw) Box box : parent = {win};
lexical(Xaw) Simple canvas : parent = {box};
lexical(Xaw) Label msg : parent = {box};
lexical(Xaw) PushButton quit : parent = {box};

void IterateColor();
void IncreaseWidth();
void DecreaseWidth();
void DrawLine (word x1, word y1, word x2, word y2);

eventhandler {canvas} [ 

bool isDrawing = false;
word sx, sy;

(true) ButtonPress [ 
 isDrawing = true;
 sx = ButtonPress.x;
 sy = ButtonPress.y;
]
(true) PointerMoved [ 
 if (isDrawing) [

DrawLine(sx, sy, PointerMoved.x, PointerMoved.y);
sx = PointerMoved.x;
sy = PointerMoved.y;

 ]
]
(true) ButtonRelease [
 isDrawing = false;
]
(true) KeyPress [ 

if (isDrawing)
case (KeyPress.key) [ 
 ‘ ‘ : IterateColor();
 "u", "U" : IncreaseWidth();
 "d", "D" : DecreaseWidth();
]

 ]
 ] 
]

Fig. 9 Implementation of the drawing program through the use of event handlers, encompassing multiple
event blocks. Some code fragments have been omitted for clarity

3.2.1.2. Deferred event processing Event blocks are associated with preconditions, as re-

flected in the ERS model (Hill, 1986); such preconditions serve an important functional role.

Upon the occurrence of an event during run-time, an associated event block is called if and

only if its precondition evaluates to true. In case no event blocks matching the name of the

processed event are instantiated, or if at least one event block is finally called, the event will

be effectively removed from the event queue, after the overall event processing is completed

for all instantiated event handlers. Otherwise, meaning there are matching event blocks that

cannot be called due to a false precondition, the event remains in the queue, and will be

processed again in the next event round. By supplying a constant true value precondition for

an event block, the programmer ensures that this event block is unconditionally called once

a matching event occurs at runtime. Preconditions allow deferred processing for occurring

events until particular run-time conditions are satisfied. This type of functional behavior can-

not be easily implemented through conventional programming constructs offered by existing

event handling APIs, by merely employing “if” statements to explicitly check the conditions

within event blocks. The reason is that the latter approach causes event blocks or handlers
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Fig. 10 The run-time snapshot of the drawing program; dashed arrows indicate the direction of drawing, solid
arrows show line segments with varying drawing style

Fig. 11 The run-time picture of instances/associations for the example of Fig. 9 regarding: agents, event
handlers and event blocks; dashed lines show the linked list of event blocks, while solid lines indicate owner
instances

to be always executed, implying that events would be always considered as processed, thus

eventually removed from the event queue, after each event-processing round.

Such deferred event processing is crucial in all cases that the handing of input events

needs to be shortly postponed until some other processing completes, while during this

period all received input events should be normally queued. This feature has been exploited

in the context of the 2WEAR Project, and in particular in the development of the pervasive

Break Out game supporting multi-modal wireless input / output units over Bluetooth (Savidis

and Stephanidis, 2004). Due to bandwidth and input buffer limitations, explicit message

control-flow was implemented through event handling acknowledgements that were sent

back to the input-event generator device. Because of the fact that the Bluetooth discovery

mechanism was regularly running, causing a severe communication stall, significant delays

were introduced in such acknowledgement rounds. However, during this period, already

received input events from other devices had to effectively wait until the currently processed

event has been gracefully served. This wait-policy reflected deferred event processing, so

it has been directly implemented through precondition flags. More example scenarios of
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Fig. 12 An example with artificial key-press generation; since mouse is locked inside {input} window
instance, it is always the keyboard “listener”

deferred event processing and the “event rendezvous” scenario may be found in Hill (1986),

were the theory of event response systems is presented in detail.

3.2.1.3. Artificial event generation Apart from events originating from device input, thus

directly reflecting user actions, events may be also produced artificially through program

statements. In such cases, events are appended at the tail of the event queue and are marked

for processing within the next round. This feature is very useful in cases like the recording

and playback of events for automatic interactive demonstrations, or “how-to” help tools, or

the triggering of programmer-defined events. Figure 12 shows how key presses received in

one window can be re-directed for display to another through artificial generation.

Statements for artificial event generation are syntactically similar to function calls. The

prefix in(MFC) indicates that an input event, defined within the MFC toolkit API will be

artificially generated. Then, the specific event class name is supplied, e.g., KeyPress, followed

by the necessary actual arguments. More specifically, the first parameter is always the event

recipient object instance, e.g., {output}. Then, the rest of parameters, e.g., KeyPress.key,

correspond to the data fields of the input event structure, following their exact order of

appearance in the definition of the event type, e.g., string key.

3.2.2. Methods

In the context of agent classes, the syntax and the basic semantics for the implementation

of methods have been briefly introduced. As mentioned, methods are unnamed, explicitly

associated and automatically registered functions to object instances, meaning that: (a) only

type-safe implementations can be supplied; and (b) distinct methods implementations may

be provided to object instances of the same class. Additionally, self-documented source code

is accomplished, since the callback code, the method class, and the target object instance

are all contained in a single code fragment. During run-time, at each agent instantiation,

all contained method implementations are registered to their associated object instances,

according to their order of appearance in the context of the respective agent class. Also, at

runtime, multiple method implementations may be registered to a single object instance.

Upon method notification, the registered method implementations are called with their

run-time order of registration. In the case that the call of a particular method implementation
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Fig. 13 The use of multiple methods (label 1), and artificial method notification (label 2), to implement a
simple confirm box supporting multi-modal input; the constructor/destructor blocks are omitted for clarity

destroys the associated object instance, none of the remaining implementations will be called.

Additionally, the following programming features are supported for methods:

� Multiple method implementations. The programmer may supply alternative implementa-

tions of a single method, for the same object instance, in any agent class where the subject

object instance is syntactically visible (see Fig. 13, labels 1). During run-time, the registered

method implementations are called in their order of registration.� Artificial method notification. Apart from method notifications received from the toolkit

server, the programmer may artificially generate such notifications, e.g., {ok}->Pressed
and {cancel}->Pressed of Fig. 13, label 2. A statement for artificial notification causes a

direct call to the associated method implementations.

3.3. Data content monitors and constraints

This section discusses two additional powerful declarative programming constructs, i.e. mon-

itors and constraints, reflecting frequently appearing software patterns in user interface de-

velopment, e.g. view dependencies and information content monitoring with automatic re-

display, as presented in Table 1.

3.3.1. Basic definitions

Monitors and constraints are declarative language constructs not supported in typical pro-

gramming languages like C++ or Java. Through the use of such features, programmers do

not need to be concerned with changes in monitored or constraining variables, or with the

particular point in code where such changes take place. Additionally, they do not have to

implement listener functions or to manually register those at runtime as in Java / C++.
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Fig. 14 An example scenario from the domain of “air-traffic control systems”, with real-time update of
aircraft data, supporting automatic display refreshing; arrows indicate access to record data fields through
pointer values (e.g. craft->x), with the dot indicates syntactic access to object attributes through an object
instance (e.g. {info}.x)

� Monitors are code fragments associated to one or more monitored program variables, which

are automatically called by the run-time system immediately after any of those monitored

variables is modified.� Constraints are unidirectional equality relationships that associate constrained variables to a

constraining expression. Syntactically, constraints are similar to conventional assignments.

Semantically, those assignments must be automatically performed during run-time every

time a variable directly engaged in the constraining expression is modified.

3.3.2. Examples

In Fig. 14, an example showing the employment of monitors and constraints is presented

for an interface component that should refresh the display accordingly as new aircrafts are

engaged, or when the position and altitude parameters of an aircraft changes. In such an

example, aircraft instances may be modified in real-time. However, the programmer should

not be bothered by the particular way this is actually implemented.

As depicted in Fig. 14, a Displayer agent class is defined, to be instantiated through a

call when a new aircraft instance is created. The created Displayer instance is responsible

for automatic display update of its associated aircraft instance. Through the definition of

the two monitors (see Fig. 14, labels 1) for the position variables craft->wx and craft->wy,

the programmer simply provides the code to refresh the display position of the {info} ob-

ject instance. Additionally, through the constraint of the last line (see Fig. 14, label 2), the

{info}.label attribute is constrained by an expression engaging two variables: craft->altitude
and craft->flight. As a result, when any of those variables is modified, the assignment is re-

evaluated, causing the content of the label object attribute to be eventually modified. In Fig.

15, a run-time snapshot of this mock-up is shown, with four Aircraft instances created, each

associated with a Displayer agent instance. The software implementation of the traffic-view
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Fig. 15 Run-time snapshot of the air-traffic view mock-up; when a new Aircraft data instance is created,
a Displayer agent is to be explicitly instantiated through a statement, passing this Aircraft instance as an
argument

interface involves no dependencies with the components causing the updates of the Aircraft
instances (see Fig. 14), without requiring any particular functions/functors/listener instances

to be implemented and explicitly registered, as it is unavoidable in languages like C++ or

Java that do not offer declarative programming features. Programming through monitors and

constraints, as well as with preconditions, leads to better software organization and quality,

since the inter-package dependencies are clearly reduced. Again, this is a typical Observer
pattern support, however entirely removing the need for implementing and registering ob-

servation functions.

Another example of programming through constraints concerns a scenario engaging

graphical geometrical constraints. In this scenario, two rectangles are displayed, composed

of line objects that support optionally interactive manipulation (i.e., the line points can be

changed moving the mouse). The first rectangle supports interactive manipulation, but main-

tains the joints so that a closed polygon is always displayed. The second rectangle does

not support interactive manipulation. However, it has to be drawn with its corners always

attached at the mid points of the first rectangle’s sides. In Fig. 16, run-time snapshots of this

application scenario are shown.

The snapshots of Fig. 16 reflect the geometrical theorem that “every four sided closed

polygon, which is drawn along the mid points of another four sided closed polygon, is always

a parallelogram”. The implementation of this scenario is depicted in Fig. 17, relying upon

the Line interaction object class, which behaves as a 2D interactive line object. The Line
object is implemented through an implementation mechanism of the I-GET language called

expansion, which introduces interaction objects not originally supported by the imported

toolkit. Such a mechanism is discussed in detail in Savidis and Stephanidis (2001).

As depicted in Fig. 17, there are cases where the definition of constraints such as{L2}.x1:=
{L1}.x2 and {L1}.x2:= {L2}.x1 introduce cyclic dependencies, i.e., a dependent variable
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Fig. 16 Snapshots of the geometric constraints test in use, with both a WNT/MFC implementation (first group
of 9 snapshots) and a Linux/Xlib/Xt implementation (second group of 9 snapshots)

constraints variables on which it depends. Similarly, cycles may appear when monitors are

called, i.e., a monitored variable is modified while the run-time control has not yet returned

from its monitor block. Next we discuss the execution semantics for cyclic dependencies, for

both constraint satisfaction and call of monitors.

3.3.3. Cycle elimination

3.3.3.1. Rules for monitors The rule to eliminate infinite loops while monitors are called is:

when a monitor for a variable is called, further monitor notifications for this variable are

disabled until the calling monitor returns. It should be noted that a variable could normally

be modified while its monitor is called, since only monitor notifications are disabled.

3.3.3.2. Rules for constraints The run-time rules governing constraints are the following:� Constraints defined globally are instantiated with their order of definition, at start-up, when

the file in which they are defined is initialized;� Constraints defined within agent classes are instantiated according to their order of def-

inition with each agent instantiation, while they are destroyed when the respective agent

instance is destroyed;� If multiple constraints have been instantiated for the same variable, those are kept in a

stack; only the constraint at the top of the stack is considered as active;� Constrained variables not constraining other variables can only be changed implicitly due

to the evaluation of their constraining assignment. All other explicit updates have no effect

on the variable content.� During constraint satisfaction, an affected constrained variable is modified only once.

The constraint satisfaction algorithm that we have implemented follows the traditional

split into a planning phase and an evaluation phase, relying upon the run-time maintenance

of a directed dependency graph. The planning phase is a typical minimum spanning tree

search algorithm, starting from the updated constraining variable, and the evaluation phase
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Fig. 17 The very simple declarative implementation of the geometric constraints scenario, through
programmer-defined constraints. The constructor and destructor blocks are omitted for clarity

executes the constraining assignments of the spanning tree nodes breadth-first. The updated

constrained variables may cause agent instantiations or monitors to be called, since they can

also be involved in preconditions or monitors. As a result, when constraint satisfaction is

performed, either the dependency graph can be updated or particular constraining variables

can be modified. This causes a subsequent constraint satisfaction round after the current

evaluation phase is completed.

3.3.4. Dynamic variable redefinition

The notion of dynamic variable redefinition concerns program expressions binding to vari-

ables, commonly referred to as Lvalues. There are various situations in which a single expres-

sion may denote alternative variables at different run-time points. For instance, the expression

p[j] identifies the variable p[3] for j = 3 and the variable p[10] for j = 10. Hence, the ex-

pression p[j] is dynamically mapped to a particular variable, depending on the way the j
variable changes. As a result, if such dynamically redefined variables are engaged in con-

straints, monitors or preconditions, it is necessary for the run-time system to take care of the
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Fig. 18 Examples of dynamic variable redefinition graphs; p and q are considered to be pointer variables
used syntactically as arrays

necessary rearrangements when redefinition occurs. Based on this, the following definition

holds: a dynamic redefinition relationship x → y exists between the Lvalue expressions x
and y, if and only if x is syntactically encapsulated in y. In Fig. 18 there are examples of dy-

namic variable-redefinition directed acyclic graphs for the x → y relationship. Those graphs,

representing the flow of dynamic variable redefinitions, are constructed during compilation

and are used to generate code that automatically rearranges the engagement of the affected

variables within declarative constructs.

This is one of the most powerful features of the I-GET language, enabling arbitrary

Lvalues to be engaged within declarative constructs, such as arbitrary pointer indirections and

array indexing expressions, and therefore ensuring that at runtime all dynamic redefinitions

are appropriately managed. Such a feature, not currently supported by existing languages

providing constrain-programming methods, constitutes the key competitive advantage of the

I-GET constraint-programming facilities.

4. Code generation patterns and runtime management

The I-GET language introduces programming patterns that appear most frequently in user

interface development, in order to effectively reduce the source code complexity for dialogue

management and control. The actual implementation of those patterns is encapsulated inside

the code generation logic and the runtime compiler library. In this context, we will present

the most critical code generation patterns, as well as the key aspects of the runtime library

and its architectural decomposition.

4.1. The backbone library of smart data types

The semantics for the engagement of program variables within preconditions, monitors and

constraints, necessitate the design of an appropriate implementation layer for data types

facilitating instantaneous update notification and propagation. The latter implies that the data

types, apart from the type-checking regulations and memory organization models considered

only at compile time, need to be delivered as comprehensive classes encapsulating specific

runtime behavior. For instance, the C++ integer data type usually requires a few consecutive

bytes for storage, while it can be engaged in expressions following particular type checking

semantics. However, upon code generation, such an integer type will have to be mapped to

a more comprehensive data class other than the native C++ integer type, with embedded

content-monitoring and update-notification functionality. On the one hand, such data classes
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Fig. 19 The basic API for all smart types to allow dynamic engagement within declarative constructs; the
type of function parameters is omitted for clarity; when a false value is supplied for the ‘bool add’ argument,
the associated function is removed

have to precisely emulate the semantics of the basic built-in types, while on the other hand

they have be “smarter” than built-in types, by delivering all the necessary features that support

their engagement within declarative programming constructs. Since such a functional profile

is similar to smart pointers (Alexandrescu, 2001; Karlsson, 2002), we refer to this backbone

library as smart data types. Actually, we had to implement an appropriate version of smart

pointers within this library (Savidis, 2002), since any pointer type employed in the user

interface program had to be translated to a smart pointer type upon code generation. We will

discuss smart types by presenting class APIs, followed by typical code generation examples.

4.1.1. Smart type super-class

In Fig. 19 the key aspects of the smart type super class are illustrated. The SmartTypeSuper
class hosts the key API to handle the engagement of variables within declarative constructs.

When a variable is to be modified, there are actions to be performed before modification is

actually applied, i.e., ActionsBeforeChange member. Such actions concern the notification

of dependent variables, as reflected in dynamic variable redefinition graphs, for direct dis-

engagement from any declarative constructs, since they will be dynamically redefined after

the update is applied. Then, after modification is performed, similar actions are carried out

to reengage the newly dependent variables within declarative constructs, i.e., ActionsAfter-
Change member. Additionally: (a) all associated monitors are called; (b) every precondition

in which the variable is engaged is evaluated; and (c) if the modified variable is engaged in

an active constraint, constraint satisfaction is carried out.

As it will be shown later, the compiler, reflecting the engagement of program variables

within declarative constructs, automatically generates appropriate calls to the member func-

tions of Fig. 19. Additionally, for all declarative constructs, the corresponding evaluation func-

tions are produced, pertaining to the particular function types mentioned in Fig. 20 (e.g., Mon-
itorFunc). Such functions are automatically called, at runtime, by the smart variables engaged

within the declarative constructs, by the previously mentioned ActionsAfterChange member.

4.1.2. Templates for smart types

In Fig. 20, the templates for smart-scalar types are illustrated. The SmartType template

implements our approach towards variable update propagation. The data-content of variables

can only be changed through the overloaded assignment operator, internally calling all the
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Fig. 20 Template for scalar smart types used upon code generation; the data content can be only altered
though the overloaded assignment operator, embedding automatic calls to the ActionsBeforeChange and
ActionsAfterChange functions

Fig. 21 Template structure for smart pointer types; the technique involves recursive template definitions and
partial template specializations; more programming details are given in Savidis (2004b),

necessary actions before and after the update is applied. Additionally, smart pointer types are

also defined, which emulate the behavior of built-in pointers, while following the regulations

of smart data types (see Fig. 21).

In Fig. 22, some variable declarations in the I-GET language are provided, together with

the corresponding code generated declarations. The generated code differs from the original

with respect to: (a) the use of smart types; (b) the employment of the Value access function for

read-only data-content; (c) the employment of smart pointers; and (d) the naming conventions

(prefixes are added).

Fig. 22 Sample variable declarations (left) and the corresponding code-generated declarations (right)
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Fig. 23 Example of declarative constructs defined at global scope, showing the corresponding generated code;
the GlobalInitialisations function is produced for each compiled file to encompass both programmer-defined
initializations and automatic compiler-generated initializations

4.2. Preconditions, monitors and constraints

As it has been previously mentioned, for every declarative construct a corresponding eval-

uation function is generated, as follows: predicate and action functions for preconditions,

monitor functions for monitor blocks, and assignment functions for constraints. The com-

piler produces calls to the basic API of smart types, inside the particular scope of definition

for declarative constructs, to handle the runtime association of such functions with the ap-

propriate variables.

In Fig. 23, examples of declarative constructs are provided, defined at global scope, to-

gether with the corresponding generated code fragments. Functions for declarative constructs

have the common signature void(∗)(void∗), where the single formal argument concerns the

owner instance, to be used only for definitions inside agent classes. Representative examples

of code generation for declarative constructs defined within agent classes will be provided

later on, when discussing the code generation patterns of agent classes.

4.3. Dynamic variable redefinition

The ability to handle dynamic variable redefinitions is a key ingredient to successfully support

declarative constructs freely engaging all sorts of programming variables. Our approach is
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Fig. 24 The code generation to handle dynamic variable redefinitions, relying upon the corresponding variable
redefinition graphs

based on the automatic generation of functions that manage the runtime rearrangements of

dynamically redefined variables. The compile-time generation of those functions is based

on the maintenance of dynamic variable redefinition graphs. In Fig. 24, a very simple code

fragment is depicted (shaded code), defining a monitor for the variable ∗∗i, followed by the

source code that is produced by the compiler to handle such a monitor at runtime. Following

Fig. 24, the first remark is that the initialization of variables for engagement within declarative

constructs is provided within special-purpose code generated functions, all prefixed with the

INI identifier. Hence, in the global initialization function GlobalInitialisations, instead

of making direct calls to the members of the SmartTypeSuper class, we introduce calls to

the appropriate code-generated initialization functions of variables. Additionally, for each

variable which redefines other variables, like i and ∗i of Fig. 24, a function to take care of

dynamic redefinition of affected variables is produced, prefixed with the identifier DYN .

The call relationships among all automatically generated functions are illustrated in Fig. 25.

In Fig. 25, the following regulations are reflected: (a) all initialization functions are initially

called within the definition context of the declarative constructs where the variables are

engaged (in our example, this is global scope); (b) the initialization functions add or remove

to smart variables the rest of code generated dynamic redefinition functions; (c) the smart

variables are responsible for calling such registered dynamic redefinition functions before

and after modification as appropriate; and (d) the dynamic redefinition functions make calls to
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Fig. 25 The call relationships, indicated as solid arrows, between the generated functions of Fig. 24; dashed
lines associated functions for dynamic redefinition to their corresponding smart variables, while dashed arrows
indicate dynamic redefinition relationships among variables

Fig. 26 The exact actions taken when the variables i and ∗i are modified, regarding calls to registered dynamic
functions catering for dynamic redefinition of dependent variables, before and after the variable is actually
modified

the initialization functions of each redefinition-dependent variable. Fig. 26 depicts the exact

steps taken at runtime when each of the variables of Fig. 24 is modified, thus clarifying how

such an automatically generated structure of functions correctly caters for dynamic variable

redefinitions.

Following Fig. 26, before the data-content is updated, the calls are made with a false
argument to registered dynamic functions, causing effectively the cancellation of engagement

of redefinition-dependent variables from the specific monitor. Then, after the modification is

applied, the same calls are made with a true argument, realizing the engagement of the new

dependent variables at the specific monitor.

4.4. Agent classes

The code generation for agent classes mainly encompasses declaration of object instances,

method implementations, declarative constructs and other agent classes. In Fig. 27 we provide

an example definition of an agent class, while in Fig. 28 the resulting code generation is

provided. The code generation for preconditions and monitors defined inside agent classes

follows the regulations previously discussed for code generation of declarative constructs.

The only difference in comparison to the previous examples of globally defined declarative

constructs is that the owner in this case is not null. Also, embedded agent classes are not

mapped to embedded C++ classes, but become classes defined at global scope. Finally, upon
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Fig. 27 A sample agent class with some embedded items for which the resulting code generation will be
shown; constructor/destructor blocks are omitted for clarity

Fig. 28 The resulting code generation for the example of Fig. 27, split in two parts: class bodies and class
member implementations
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Fig. 29 A simple event handler class, encompassing local variable declarations and multiple event blocks,
one of which involves a non-constant event-processing precondition

code generation, the implementation of the member functions is separated from the class body.

Following Fig. 28, the destruction preconditions of agents, e.g., the Foo agent of our example,

are code generated as members of their respective agent class, e.g., AGNFoo:: PRD Foo.

Similarly, all instantiation preconditions of embedded agent classes, e.g., the Boo agent of

our example, are code generated as members of their respective container agent class, e.g.,

AGNFoo:: PRI Boo. Finally, following the regulations of preconditions, all newly created

instances of embedded agent classes, which are created due to an instantiation precondition

activated by a container agent instance, take such a particular container agent instance as a

parent. This is directly reflected in the PRI Boo instantiation precondition, supplying the

owner argument of the precondition function as a parent to the new AGNBoo statement.

4.5. Event handlers and event blocks

Event handlers are defined inside agent classes and are always associated to a particular toolkit

object instance. They may encapsulate an arbitrary number of event blocks. All embedded

event blocks may only engage event classes appearing in the API specification of the toolkit

to which the event handler’s object instance belongs. In Fig. 29, a simple event handler is

defined, encompassing two event blocks.

In Fig. 30, the code generation for the code fragment of Fig. 29 is provided. Lexical object

instances maintain at runtime a list of all associated event handlers, the latter added by a call,

made by event handlers in their constructor, to the AddEventHandler member.

During run-time, upon the presence of an incoming event from the toolkit server, the

target lexical object is extracted and requested to call all of its event handlers. As a re-

sult, the target object calls, for each event handler, the HandleEvents virtual member of the

EventHandler super-class. The implementation of this member from derived classes encom-

passes the sequential execution of the various programmer-defined event blocks. Inside each

block, the corresponding event is syntactically made visible as a variable with the identifier

of the event type, being generated as an automatically declared structure variable named

event, of a code generated type structurally equivalent to the respective input event type, e.g.,

EVE ButtonPressXaw. Also, every agent instance maintains a list of its owned event handler

instances, named eventHandlers, which are to be automatically destroyed, when the instance

is also destroyed, through a call to eventHandlers.DestroyAll. Event handlers, upon construc-

tion or destruction, call the owner agent to add, e.g. (owner = agn)->AddEventHandler(this),
or remove them respectively in this list of event handlers.
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Fig. 30 Code generation for the event handler of Fig. 29; event blocks are produced as non-static private
member functions of the event handler class, while event processing follows the regulation for sequential
execution of event blocks, with embedded caller destruction checks

5. Deployment and discussion

The I-GET language has been extensively employed, tested, and modified in the course of

medium-to-large scale projects, like: (a) the AVANTI browser (Stephanidis et al., 2001);

and (b) the more recent development of mobile applications for the 2WEAR Project (see

acknowledgements), running in small portable units, while utilizing wireless remote graphical

toolkits over Bluetooth (exploiting the capability of the I-GET tool for network split of the

dialogue control and presentation server—see Savidis and Stephanidis, 2002; Savidis et al.,

1997). Although the initial design of the language has been completed by the end of the

ACCESS Project (1997, see acknowledgements), producing effectively the first version of the

language, compiler, runtime library, imported interaction toolkits and accompanying tools,

the reported declarative programming features are by no means outdated or obsolete. Today,

apart from the small-scale mark-up language, which clearly emerged to address specific

demands for web-based interaction, general-purpose languages like C++ or Java are still
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employed for the vast majority of interactive applications. In this context, the basic imperative

programming patterns introduced by the appearance of the X Windowing System two decades

ago are still used (i.e. main loop, object hierarchies, event handlers, callback functions, etc.),

while the popularity gained by languages like Java is due to programming features like:

garbage collection, platform neutrality and web linkage.

Research-oriented languages like the I-GET language are not meant to substitute or over-

ride the present code of practice, as this requires a huge investment for developer’s instrumen-

tation and support, but to carefully identify useful new paradigms and practices which could

be potentially assimilated during programming language evolution to better support user in-

terface engineering. During the deployment of the I-GET tool, in the course of the previously

mentioned projects, it has been important to practically test the acceptability of the language

by user interface programmers. In this context, five programmers were involved in devel-

opments through the I-GET tool, for a period of thirteen months; two of the programmers

completed their development task earlier within eight months (that was actually due to the

original development plan). None of the programmers had prior experience in programming

through the I-GET language, while all the programmers were postgraduate students pursuing

a Masters degree in Computer Science. In this context, the following general remarks have

been made:� While programmers needed some time to assimilate the mixture of declarative and impera-

tive programming styles, they increasingly employed declarative features as they acquired

more programming experience;� The combination of type-safety with pattern-reflecting domain-specific language constructs

enabled programmers to very quickly craft user interfaces offering comprehensive inter-

active features;

While we assumed that experienced programmers would be probably reluctant to focus on

such a domain-oriented programming language, they were far more enthusiastic in learning

and deploying most of the language features. In particular, the most positive feedback con-

cerned the declarative approach for dialogue control offered by preconditions, monitors and

constraints, as well as the elimination of explicit function implementation and registration in

event handlers and methods. Additionally, more senior programmers were invited to make

concrete suggestions as to how such features could be fused with their favorite general-

purpose programming language. In this context, the more interesting suggestion came from

a Java programmer, proposing the incorporation of precondition-based instantiation and uni-

directional constraints, with an example syntax of the form Expr ? new Class(Expr- List)
and Lvalue : = Expr respectively; those were considered to be added-value extensions to the

Java language, offering advantages not only for user interface programming but for all sorts

of domains.

6. Conclusions and future work

It is a fact that the user interface code takes a very large part of the overall implementation

of interactive applications and services. Additionally, the increasing demands for advanced

interactive features, dynamically delivered and controlled dialogue-artifacts, and intensive

direct-manipulation facilities, turn the user interface implementation process into a largely

demanding effort. In this context, there are various frequently recurring dialogue manage-

ment programming patterns, which programmers have to identify, formulate, assimilate,
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implement, deploy and combine together. The specific demanding software patterns, which

constitute the target of the I-GET language, are:� Composite interface components with hierarchical organization and control;� Input event management;� Multiple data views with automatic update propagation;� Component dependencies and constraints;

In this context, our primary goal has been the design and implementation of a user inter-

face programming language delivering those software patterns as built-in, easy to deploy
elements, while making the compiler responsible for the automatic generation of the cor-

responding source code, by relying upon pre-constructed programming patterns for each

language element. From a language design point of view, we have decided to emphasize im-

plicit auto-named classes and types, such as methods, monitors, constraints, preconditions,

event blocks and event handlers, while supporting their automatic instantiation and destruc-

tion according to well-defined runtime semantics, thus enabling compile-time type-safety. In

a historical perspective, this approach represents a typical case of genesis and evolution for

programming languages, as it is quite common that once recurring and complicated software

patterns appear, reflecting higher levels of maturity in the programming domain, languages

or libraries evolve to accommodate those as built-in constructs.

For instance, object-oriented programming (OOP) languages appeared as a means to

provide built-in support for effective crafting of structured, reusable, and modular software

components. In this sense, while OOP languages are still imperative in nature, they provide

explicit software organizational elements like classes, access qualification and inheritance,

which require complex programming patterns to be accommodated in non-OOP imperative

languages. Clearly, domain-specific languages, like the I-GET user interface programming

language, are designed to be domain optimized, thus better suited in addressing domain-

related software production problems, in comparison to general programming languages.

The latter does not imply that a domain-specific language is computationally more powerful

in comparison to generic languages, but that the domain-specific language source code can

be more compact, more clean, more robust, and more easily re-usable.

A key target for our future plans is to extend the language by supporting inheritance for

agent classes. This extension will include support for function refinement with late binding,

as well as support for implicit up-casting. However, in order to ensure strong type-safety, in

contrast to C++, we will not allow down-casting, and we will not provide any type-casting

operator. Overall, the development of the I-GET tool has been a very demanding software

development task, with particular emphasis on the delivery of an instrument with realistic fa-

cilities for large-scale user interface development, by offering key declarative mechanisms for

implementing dialogue control and management, not delivered by existing implementation

instruments. We believe that domain-optimized languages, when reflecting an in-depth in-

sight and implementation automation of the critical domain-specific programming patterns,

can effectively accelerate the development process and practically lead to higher quality

software.
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